Phottix® Product System Chart

Flash Triggers
- Compatible with Phottix Odin Z.05
- Odin II Flash Trigger
- Strato II Multi S-in-1 Trigger
- Area II Flash Trigger

Hot Shoe Flashes
- Compatible with Phottix Odin Z.05
- Mitros+ TTL Transceiver Flash
- JUNO TTL Transceiver Flash
- JUNO LED Transceiver Flash

Continuous LED Lights
- Kali600 Studio LED
- Kali600 Studio LED Honeycomb Grid
- Nuada P VLED Video LED Light
- Nuada S VLED Video LED Light
- Nuada S3 VLED Video LED Light
- Nuada R3 VLED Video LED Light

Remotes
- Alien Wireless Timer and Shutter Release (All Cables)
- Talmi Timer Remote (all cables)

Battery Systems
- Phottix Indra Battery Pack for Indra500 TTL Studio Light
- Phottix Indra AC Module for Indra500 TTL Studio Light
- Light Weight Battery Pack for Indra500 TTL Studio Light

Phottix Varos Pro Family
- Varos Pro Mini
- Varos Pro S
- Varos Pro M
- Varos Pro BG

Phottix Cerberus Multi Mount Holder
- Compatible with:
  - Softboxes with Bowens S Mount
  - Transflash Softboxes series
  - Elinchrom Speed Ring Mount

Speed Rings
- Bowens
- Elinchrom
- Balcar
- Multiblitz
- Hensel
- Profoto
- Comct
- Elinchrom For Spartan, Solas and Hexa-Para series Size: 144mm, 16-Hole
- Elinchrom For Raja series - Inner Ring Size: 144mm
- Balcar
- Profoto

Alliance Products
- Elinchrom ELB 500 TTL
- Sekonic, LumieMaster Pro L-478DR-PK
- Phottix Index Elinchrom Adapter

*Alliance products are distributed by their corresponding dealers. All trademarks belong to their respective owner. Single units do not include Reflector. Product range and specifications are subject to change.